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What the body knows
(but may have forgotten)

A STRANGE ARTS THING

HAPPENING IN HUSKISSON
FRI 30 SEP - MON 03 OCT 2022

FREE ADMISSION

VENUE
Huskisson Community Centre

Corner of Tomerong Road and Dent Street

Entry via the main hall. Look for signs.

Parking available on site and on Dent Street.

Wheelchair accessible venue and toilets.

OPENING HOURS
Friday 30 September / 2-8pm

Saturday 01 October /10-6pm

Sunday 02 October / 10-4pm

Monday 03 October / 10-2pm

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
What the body knows (but may have forgotten) is our gift to

you. We ask you to receive it in the spirit it’s given, respect

our intentions and abide by the following conditions:

Phones off / on silent Attending this arts event is more

like going to the theatre or cinema than a gallery visit. In

the venue please have phones off or on silent on silent.

Go outside to take/make calls.

Linger We encourage you to stay for as much of the

session as possible. If you’d like to stay on or return for

a later session feel free to book in on the spot.

Volunteers on the welcome desk are there to help.

Free entry Admission to all sessions is free. We

welcome donations at the venue by cash or card.

Minimum age Visitors must be 16 years and over.

Open mind, open heart Leave your preferences based

on like/dislike at the door. Enter this space with a

friendly, curious attitude.

BOOKINGS
Book online at dingleandmcdonagh.com.au

Book into a session by its number. This helps us manage

audience numbers to create favourable conditions for

visitors and Players alike, and plan for catering where

applicable. Bookings remain open throughout the event.

Entry not guaranteed if you turn up and take a chance

If you just turn up admission will depend on the number of

people in the venue at that time. If you cannot gain

admission the volunteers on the welcome desk can make

an online booking for you for a later session.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
This always was and always will be Aboriginal land. We

acknowledge the custodians of this land and pay respect to

elders past, present and future. We are deeply grateful to live

and create on this country.

APPRECIATION
The Players

Big hearted gratitude goes to The Players for their vision,

creativity, skills, presence and generosity of spirit in making

this thing happen.

Our helpers

Deep appreciation is given to the wonderful volunteers

helping to run the event and look after visitors.

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Event Creation / Production Dingle and McDonagh

Curation / Planning / Installation Max Dingle

Design / Event Management Natalie McDonagh

Cover image Natalie McDonagh Bit queer in the head,

2022. Collage of found images and text [Hannah Höch, Flight

1931; Max Ernst, Sacred Conversation 1921; The Girl Guide’s

Kit Bag 1932]

SPECIFIC SUPPORT
Dingle and McDonagh thank the Bendigo Bank for providing

an honorarium in February 2022 for The Players during the

development phase of the event.

Natalie McDonagh acknowledges Shoalhaven Arts Board for

a professional development grant in April 2021 to support

development of Yak Woman Oracle and her Sanctum.

INQUIRIES
Inquiries can be sent to Dingle and McDonagh via the

contact page on their website dingleandmcdonagh.com.au

COVID
This event will comply with the NSW Health Guidelines in

place at the time.



What the body knows (but may have forgotten)

is a four day, free arts event. Our gift to you.

Max Dingle and Natalie McDonagh have

gathered a small company of Shoalhaven

artists, performers and musicians to present a

strange and wondrous arts thing in which they

are in residence throughout as a marvellous

cast of Players.

This is a live, dynamic event blending every art

form practised by the eight Players. It defies

description - it has to be experienced. Come

and feel for yourself.

You may find yourself feeling surprised,

delighted, fascinated, revolted, amazed, awash

with love, moved to tears, laughing out loud,

contemplating some big, beautiful questions ...

If you come and feel simply mystified by the whole

shebang, thinking we are all mad (you might, we are), stay

awhile anyway. Soften, yield to what is actually present

and being gifted.

Stay and see what happens when you saturate yourself in

a care-filled space, soak up the deep thinking, artistry and

boundless generosity of The Players involved in making

this arts event happen.

What the body knows (but may have forgotten) has multiple

facets. There are art installations in place throughout the

event that invite your interaction whether or not a Player is

present with you. Some works rely on you to activate a

Player and engage in an activity to make the art happen.

At specific times there are set performances ranging from

10-45 mins.

The event is structured as 12 x 2 hour sessions over four

days, Friday 30 September - Monday 03 October 2022.

Come to as many sessions as you wish.

Find the calendar inside. Turn over for information on how

to book into sessions, the venue, and conditions of entry.

We look forward to welcoming you.

The Romantic BoyMax Dingle OAM
Max has reclaimed The Romantic Boy he once was.
Resurrecting Romance is a sprawling, stunning, tender new
work. Immerse yourself in an installation bringing together art,
film, costume, portraits, puzzles, music, and performance.
Meet The Romantic Boy. Hear his story; look in his mirror; try
on his cowboy coat and hat. You may also find The Romantic
Boy attending his visual art installation The Emotional Body
where a cut of the cards will have you investigating what the
body knows (but may have forgotten).

The Strange Girl Natalie McDonagh PhD
The Strange Girl that Natalie was at the age of 6, with her

imaginary friend Dolney, has been waiting 55 years to find

actual friends who appreciate her sort of strange and want to

play. Now, it’s showtime! Meet The Strange Girl, see her

spooky visual art and sculpture, contemplate her speculation

on What Lies Beyond. Visit The Sanctum she’s made for Yak

Woman Oracle to dispense ancient wisdom. She has the

answers you seek. What are your questions?

The Stitcher Barbara Dawson
A few hundred years ago you may have been travelling

to a dwelling in the woods to speak to Barbara - a woman

connected to her environment - about plants that could meet

your needs. Today, come and sit with The Stitcher at her

length of plant dyed and printed cloth. Stitch into this

communal cloth with her, and contemplate the ways you,

and we all, are Planted Here.

She of the Keys Deb Grahame
If you see Deb at her piano keyboard magicking up classical

music as part of Resurrecting Romance do not be lulled into

thinking this is all there is to She of the Keys… She holds the

key to unlocking the soundscape of the processional poem,

What Lies Beyond. She of the Keys may well be holding a key

to the past in Memory of Mouth. She may equally be holding

a key just for you in the present; a key that could unlock what

the body knows (but may have forgotten).

The Breath of TimeMegan Kovalik
Megan is The Breath of Time. Join her in the interactive

performance, Still Breathing, that invites you to contemplate

the interconnectedness of life and death, health and illness,

the individual and the community, hope and fear, all

inherent in the crucial - yet suddenly dangerous -

shared act of breathing. Connect deeply with your

breath: help create a dispersed soundscape using a

mix of hand percussion, body sounds, and blown

objects.

She of the Trees Greer Taylor
She of the Trees is easily spotted by the bilby ears

sprouting from her fine head. Greer is remaking her

work ghost trees - a sublime, poetic reckoning of loss

and love, grief and gratitude. Walk gently through the

forest of ribbons stitched with what people hold dear,

what counts. You are invited to grow the forest.

Choose and hang already stitched ribbons and when

She of the Trees is in residence, sit with her, stitch a

ribbon with what counts to you.

The Funeral Singer / Celebrant
Annette Tesoriero
Keep an eye out for a striking woman in a cream coat

who looks like she’s stepped out of a 1950s fashion

magazine. She is The Funeral Singer, ready to

welcome you into the kitchen for a chat and a hymn.

With a faultless flourish Annette is blending fact and

fiction in her two characters. She is actually a real

Funeral Celebrant, but here she is presiding over an

imagined Funeral for Jesus.

Love& Laughter Ini Veerkamp
What the world needs now is love, sweet love. It’s the

only thing that there’s just too little of …

Find Ini in residence throughout the event, not

necessarily singing that sweet 1965 song by Jackie

DeShannon but certainly spreading her inimitable,

irresistible species of Love & Laughter. Soak up Love

& Laughter’s life-affirming presence when she’s

roving, and when she’s performing in What Lies

Beyond, Memory of Mouth, and Resurrecting

Romance.

The Cellist Karella Mitchell
Guest appearance by Steel City Strings cellist

Karella Mitchell performing in Funeral for Jesus.

The Event The Players



What the body knows (but may have forgotten) FRI 30 SEP 2022 SAT 01 OCT SUN 02 OCT MON 03 OCT

SESSION TIME 2-4 4-6 6-8 10-12 12-2 2-4 4-6 10-12 12-2 2-4 10-12 12-2

SESSION NUMBER 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

What Lies Beyond
Interactive installation Take slow a meditative walk along a wall of artworks. Recite
the titles as you move, stepping out what may be a poem, a plea, a prayer …

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Performance Processional poem in words and sound. The Players The Strange
Girl / She of the Keys / Love & Laughter Duration 10 mins / Performed at intervals.

2.30 10.30 10.30

The Sanctum
Interactive environment See inside the mind of The Strange Girl. Explore the space
she’s made to present her spooky art, and for audiences with Yak Woman Oracle.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Yak Woman Oracle
Live audience Yak Woman Oracle has the answers you seek. What are your
questions? Duration About 30 mins / Small group experience

3 PM 5 PM 11 AM 1 PM 11 AM

Memory of Mouth
Performance + Drinks & nibbles Memory of Mouth draws threads through time
from 2019 when works exploring what the body knows (but may have forgotten) were
first presented, into 2022 where, in front of you, the artists become the The Players
they are today. Performers Natalie McDonagh / Max Dingle / Annette Tesoriero /
Deb Grahame / Ini Veerkamp Duration 40-45 mins

6.30

Still Breathing

Player Activation Join Megan Kovalik The Breath of Time to activate this
collaborative performance that invites you to contemplate the shared act of breathing
and all that means in our time. Connect with your breath; help create a dispersed
soundscape using a mix of hand percussion, body sounds, and blown objects.

Resurrecting Romance
Interactive environment A sprawling, stunning, tender new work by Max Dingle.
Immerse yourself in this installation bringing together art, film, costume, portraits,
puzzles, and music. Meet The Romantic Boy; look in his mirror; try on his cowboy
coat and hat. See if you can reconstruct his puzzled memories for him.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Performance Hear The Romantic Boy’s story, interwoven with music and song.
(Bring tissues). The Players The Romantic Boy / She of the Keys / The Breath of
Time / Love & Laughter / The Strange Girl Duration 40-45 mins

3 PM 1 PM

Meet&Mingle
A gathering with drinks & nibbles All The Players are in residence to meet and
mingle with you. See the art through their eyes. Perhaps purchase some gifts …

The Strange Girl& The Romantic Boy A Dada Love Story
As told by The Strange Girl Duration 10-15 mins 4.30



mingle with you. See the art through their eyes. Perhaps purchase some gifts …

The Strange Girl& The Romantic Boy A Dada Love Story
As told by The Strange Girl Duration 10-15 mins 4.30

The Emotional Body
Interactive installation You may find The Romantic Boy attending his other visual art
installation The Emotional Body where a cut of the cards will have you investigating
what the body knows (but may have forgotten).

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Planted Here
Activity Find Barbara Dawson The Stitcher at her length of plant dyed and printed
cloth. Join her at the table. Wrap yourself in one of The Stitcher’s glorious shawls
evoking the arms of the forest. Stitch into this communal cloth with her, and
contemplate the ways you, and we all, are Planted Here. If The Stitcher is not at her
table you will find her roving, wrapped in her textile art.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

ghost trees
Interactive installation She of the Trees Greer Taylor is remaking her work ghost
trees - a sublime, poetic reckoning of loss and love, grief and gratitude. Walk gently
through the forest of ribbons stitched with what people hold dear, what counts.
Choose and hang already stitched ribbons to grow the forest.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Activity When She of the Trees is in residence - easily spotted by her bilby ears - sit
with her, reflect, stitch a ribbon with what counts to you, and add it to the forest.

The Funeral Singer

Player Activation Annette Tesoriero The Funeral Singer is ready to welcome you into
the kitchen for a conversation about hymns; what your body knows and the memories
it may hold - comforting, uplifting, sad, calming … She may even sing for you.

Funeral for Jesus
Performance An imagining of a civil funeral service for Jesus of Nazareth, in which
Mary, mother of Jesus, at last has the opportunity to lay her son's body to rest.
The Players The Funeral Celebrant / The Cellist Duration 20 mins

3 PM

Artist - Action - Reaction
Player Activation 1. Choose a postcard collage from the display / 2. Find a Player
and give them the card / 3. Experience the action and your reaction / 4. Receive the
card artwork in an envelope as a gift to keep - ART FOR YOU.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Roving Players
Here to Help Find some/all of the wonderful cast of characters roving and ready to
engage and guide you as much or as little as you wish.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Little Shop of Stuff
Thoughtful gifts In the welcome area discover lovely stuff created by The Players in
addition to their works included in the main exhibits. Afterpay available.

ALL SESSIONS / EVERY DAY

Expect the Unexpected! The Players are endlessly creative. You may find the advertised proceedings gone a bit skew-whiff and/or additional stuff happening that’s not on the program.

Book online at dingleandmcdonagh.com.au Book by session number. Come to as many sessions as you wish.


